9th HKU-PASTEUR IMMUNOLOGY COURSE

19 - 31 March 2017
HKU-Pasteur Research Pole, Hong Kong

DIRECTORS:
Matthew ALBERT  Genentech/Institut Pasteur
Roberto BRUZZONE  HKU-Pasteur Research Pole
James DI SANTO  Institut Pasteur
Magnus FONTES  Institut Pasteur
Liwei LU  The University of Hong Kong

FACULTY:
Matthew ALBERT  USA/France
Catherine BEAUCHEMIN  Canada
Roberto BRUZZONE  Hong Kong
Chris COTSAPAS  USA
James Di SANTO  France
Magnus FONTES  France
Liwei LU  Hong Kong
Bernard MALISSEN  France
Hiroshi OHNO  Japan
Lluis QUINTANA-MURCI  France
Sumana SANYAL  Hong Kong
Mike STUBBINGTON  UK
Gabriel VICTORA  USA
Xiao-Ning XU  UK
Daniel ZAK  USA

TUTORS:
Antonio BORDERIA  France
Milena HASAN  France
Suki LEE  Hong Kong
Sophie VALKENBURG  Hong Kong

TOPIC:
The general theme of this year’s course will be Quantitative Immunology to explore the ongoing transition from reductionist studies, based on the application of genetic approaches in animal models, to a more integrated view of the physiology and pathology of the immune system. The course will highlight the latest advances in large-scale, quantitative data collection and computational analysis as applied to human immune function in health and disease.

REGISTRATION:
Candidates are invited to download course application form at www.hkupasteur.hku.hk. Please return all completed forms, including two letters of recommendation to hku-pasteur@hku.hk.
Registration fees (HKD 1,000) include accommodation (on sharing twin basis for overseas participants) and food (lunch and coffee breaks).
The course (MMPH6174) is included in the coursework curriculum for research postgraduate studies of the University of Hong Kong.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:
December 16, 2016

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Anne Li at +852 2831 5516 or hku-pasteur@hku.hk. Check www.hkupasteur.hku.hk for programme updates.